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  Description

  Aramis 900 dries down into a blissful woody-patchouli base with a warm, slight touch of civet: nothing aggressively animalic, but I don't believe that was the intention. just one with an adult mindset and someone who is secure, confident and who likes classic, refined style. Having just forked out a goodly wedge to test the first formula against the latest one, and being someone who would usually hold to the pre-oakmoss IFRA restrictions formulae being far superior, I'm going to say that the Gentleman's Collection version really does stand well alongside the earlier bottle.
I could honestly see this as unisex, smells so masculine on a man but it can be very feminine on a woman. Fantastic in the heat of summer, but it would be nice any time of year and perhaps more green in winter.This review is for the current formulation of Aramis 900 which, to my nose, is a powerful blend of herbal, mossy, soapy and floral notes.
A900 lacks the musks/leather of Aramis, and viceversa, Aramis doesn't have as much resins and spices. I'm not sure if the current bottle has a reformulation in it since I still have the old style bottle. Back in the 1970s this must have been very wearable by a female as women´s perfumes were also much stronger than contemporary stuff.

It's also, incidentally, the scent that finally allowed me to understand the appeal of masculine floral fragrances. Immediately on spraying, the rose note in my vintage is much sharper/shriller/harsher and sweeter than the current formula - frankly at this point the vintage could knock someone out with its strength. There's nothing magical about the residual phase -- it's just OK, but pretty generic for this kind of old school fragrance --, but the opening phase is actually pretty good.
Finance is provided by PayPal Credit (a trading name of PayPal UK Ltd, Whittaker House, Whittaker Avenue, Richmond-Upon-Thames, Surrey, United Kingdom, TW9 1EH). It has obviously changed over the years, and definitely some of the notes have changed, but this one has faired well. But the star of the opening is really the richly elegant rose note, which is bolstered by carnation.Though it's a completely different scent it reminds me of Amouage Lyric Man with the Rose and the bitterness.
On the whole comes across as classic, and I guess that this would appeal more to those of a slightly more mature olfactory sense. The current formula is still a close copy of the original but overall is smoother with a more refined vibe. I feel like a have a soul of a dragon, and calmness and wisdom of a 75, or 85 year old lady - unbeatable combo! Not one that makes its presence known by screeching up your nostrils, but one that makes you turn your head when someone wearing it walks past.Nice, rosy scent, sometimes remind me of old ladies, but nothing wrong about it, because with that image it brings some sort of calmness to me, and me being very anxious person per se see that as a huge advantage of this scent. I see by the lot number that it was manufactured in February of 2017 therefore it is a bit past its 3 year shelf life. Aramis 900 is, in my opinion, a very underrated fragrance by a master French perfumer which is a refined classic of masculine perfumery. I also noticed a strong civet note in the current formula that is missing in my vintage formulation - I'm not sure, perhaps the vintage had that civet note originally but it has since disappeared due to the age of my bottle?
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      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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